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FOOD FRANCHISE ADVENTURE!
Hello, fellow food lover!

Are you ready to turn your passion for food into a rewarding business
venture?

Imagine being able to share your love for delicious cuisine while building
a thriving enterprise. We have an exciting opportunity that will tantalize
your taste buds and allow you to indulge your entrepreneurial spirit—a
food franchise that promises culinary excellence, profitability, and a
vibrant community.

Join us as we embark on a mouthwatering journey that will
delight both your senses and your bank account.



At Café Cozmo, we're passionate about serving delicious and satisfying
fast food that caters to today's busy lifestyles. We understand the need
for quick, convenient, and flavourful meals without compromising on
quality.

Our cafe is a perfect destination for individuals and families looking for
tasty, on-the-go options. With a diverse menu inspired by international
flavors and local favorites, we offer a wide range of choices to satisfy
any craving. From juicy burgers and crispy fries to mouth-watering
sandwiches and refreshing beverages, our food is prepared with fresh
ingredients and cooked to perfection.

ABOUT US



WHERE IT
ALL STARTED

Ashna Drolia Heena Tongia
Partner Partner

Two housewives, bonded by their shared love
for cooking, decided to turn their culinary
talents into a business. Armed with family
recipes and determination, they started their
own cloud kitchen.

From their cloud kitchens, they began
delivering homemade meals that quickly
gained popularity. Today, their cloud kitchen
empire thrives, proving that passion and a
homemade touch can create culinary
wonders.



What sets us apart is our commitment to providing
exceptional service and authentic cuisine.

In addition to our delectable food, we also prioritize
affordability. We believe that great taste shouldn't break
the bank, so we strive to offer competitive prices without

compromising on quality or portion sizes.

OUR USP

As a fast food cafe, we understand the importance of efficiency and
convenience. We use streamlined processes to ensure fast service,

allowing our customers to get their meals promptly.

AUTHENTICITY

AFFORDABILITY

PUNCTUALITY



OUR PHILOSOPHY
The philosophy of our cafe is to provide

convenient and affordable meals without
compromising on quality.

 
 

We believe in satisfying appetites quickly while
prioritizing the use of fresh ingredients,
promoting sustainability, and creating a

welcoming atmosphere for all. Efficiency, flavor,
and customer satisfaction are at the heart of our

approach.



Rising popularity of food delivery services.

Changing consumer behavior towards online
ordering.

Reduced overhead cost.

The ability to serve multiple delivery
platforms.

Wide customer base.

Growing trend of online food ordering.

MARKET
OPPORTUNITY



OUR SERVICE
Our services encompass a wide range of offerings
tailored to meet your needs. From delicious meals
and beverages to efficient delivery options, we
strive to provide exceptional experiences that leave
you satisfied and coming back for more.

Cafe Daily
Meals

Catering



BEST SELLER

An elevated twist to the classic,
cheese vada pav features a cheesy
surprise with the spicy potato
fritter. Absolutely irresistible!

An irresistible combination of
cheesy goodness and flavorful aloo
tikki patty in a mouthwatering
burger. Pure indulgence!

A heavenly fusion of creamy
cheese, succulent paneer, and
spicy masala, the cheese paneer
masala sandwich is a flavor-packed
delight.

Indulge in the creamy bliss of cold
coffee with a delightful addition of
velvety ice cream. A heavenly treat
to savor.

Cheese Vada Pav Cheese Aloo Tikki Burger

Cheese Paneer Masala
Sandwich

Cold Coffee with
Icecream



WHY CAFE COZMO

We provide comprehensive support
and training to all our franchise
partners. From the initial setup to
day-to-day operations, our
dedicated team will guide you
every step of the way.

We have invested heavily in
cutting-edge technology and
infrastructure to optimize
efficiency, streamline processes,
and deliver exceptional customer
experiences.

Our cloud kitchen cafe franchise
offers a diverse and scalable menu
that caters to various tastes and
dietary preferences. With regular
updates and seasonal offerings,
you can keep your customers
delighted and engaged.

As a franchise partner, you'll
benefit from our strong brand
reputation and extensive
marketing support. Our digital
marketing campaigns and social
media promotions will help to
create a strong local presence of
your cloud kitchen cafe.

Comprehensive Support
and Training

Cutting-Edge Technology
and Infrastructure

Diverse and Scalable Menu
Options

Strong Brand Reputation
and Marketing Support



FRANCHISE OWNER
TESTIMONIALS

"Owning the Cafe Cozmo franchise has
been a game-changer for me. Their
support has exceeded my expectations,
making it a rewarding and successful
venture."

It has been a great experience being part
of the Cafe Cozmo family. It is a unique
business opportunity with low overhead
costs and endless potential for growth."

Ashwini Kataria
LIG Indore Outlet

Rupali Rathore
Tower Square Outlet



GET IN TOUCH

LG-9, Silver Sanchora Castle,
RNT Marg, Indore, MP, 452001

cafecozmoindore@gmail.com

+ 91- 99817-16132

cafe.cozmo

cafecozmoindore



THANKYOU


